EDUCATIONAL TOURS

GLOBELIFEFIELD.COM/TOURS-EXPERIENCES  |  817-533-1833
BALLPARK TOURS
Go behind-the-scenes with a ballpark tour of Globe Life Field and explore locations like premium venues, unique club spaces, luxury suites and more! Discover rich history, impressive architecture and fun photo opportunities around every corner. Ballpark tours last approximately 60 minutes and are led by one of our knowledgeable tour guides.

Adults ................................................................. $20*
Students and Teachers ....................................... $12*

PREMIUM TOURS
When the team is away, you can play! We are now offering 90-minute premium tours with field access. Premium Tours will consist of a 60-minute behind the scenes tour of Globe Life Field followed by 30 minutes of time in the outfield. Come to play catch or simply take photos on the field. Guests who wish to play catch may bring 1 ball and glove per person. In an effort to limit contact, equipment will not be provided. Metal cleats not permitted. Locations subject to availability.

Adults ................................................................. $28*
Students and Teachers ....................................... $18*

GLOBELIFEFIELD.COM/TOURS-EXPERIENCES
817-533-1833

*PRICES SHOWN DO NOT INCLUDE TAXES AND FEES
Title I pricing and curriculum available upon request. Additional languages may be available upon request.